328. SURROUND

Take a map of a city
Draw a circle on the map
The circumference of the circle on the city should be no more than five kilometres
Recruit 100 people from the city to be members of The17
Distribute a copy of this score to each of the recruits
Position The17 at no more than 50 metre intervals on the circumference of the circle
Each member of The17 should be in sight and hearing of their neighbour in each direction
Instruct one member of The17 on the circle to face their clockwise neighbour
And at a given time make a single full throated two note call using the note F (Doe) descending to D (La)
On hearing the call the neighbour will repeat the call to their clockwise neighbour
The process will continue until the call has circumnavigated the circle five times
During the performance The17 are to imagine themselves high above the city watching and listening to the call as it makes its way around the circle

Many years later
The17 are to listen to the memory of this performance in their head

The performance will then be considered complete